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INTRODUCTION
Client 
 Cultural Italy is a travel company specializing in customized,  luxury

vacation-planning with Italy as a destination. They offer featured

packages, tours, destination weddings and custom vacation planning.

They are distinguished by their “concierge services”, and support every

step of the way.

Challenge
 The current site looked outdated and did not represent, visually, 

their tagline: "Vacations for the Soul". The textured background, the

confusing navigation and the small typeface  dated the site. Such an

original and classy company needed more than tired cliches. Even if 

the business was not suffering, they believed a fresh website would 

be essential to bring more customers.

Solution
The new website has been very successful in bringing new customers

and especially in reducing the number of bounce-offs (people who

quickly leave the site). It  really represented the high-end, luxury

experience that Cultural Italy provides.
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PROCESS 

Project Phases
• UX Audit & Cognitive walk through

•   Need identification

•   Personas, Emotional Map, Customer Stories

•   Critical Tasks, Screenflows, Sitemap

•   Clickable wireframes 

•   Look and feel (Style Tiles, Design Comps) 

•   Clickable Hi-Fi Prototype

•   Style Guides and Hands Off

My Role 
Customers identification

Need recognition

UX Audit

Interaction Design 

Visual Design. 

Style guide for hand-off 
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step 1 — UX Audit

What works and what doesn’t?
 The first step was to do a brutal UX Audit of the old site. I researched

and tested various competitors and then I provided a complete

evaluation based on critical tasks execution, and comparing the site 

to well accepted principles of usability and user experience.

Both positive and negative aspects were noted in details, together with

general advice. Based on this research, I provided a detailed written

report, including hits and misses, and complete recommendations on

how to improve the web presence.

The Report Incl InclAudits of the following
1. Usability

2. Information Architecture

3.Content and messaging

4. Performance analysis of 2 crucial tasks

5. Visual Design

6. User Experience
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step 2 — Empathizing

Need Recognition
 I was provided general psychographic and demographic data about 

the target users. The budget did not allow for more in depth research, 

so I used extensively the existing data.

Informal interviews to potential customers, within the same

demographics, along with the Audit, made it clear that the content

needed to be better organized. The home page was overwhelming and

extremely confusing, and the poor hierarchy was not highlighting 

their unique services.  

The navigation was difficult to use, and the all-important testimonials

were lost within the home page.

Personas, Emotional Map, Customer Story
Based on the information provided and interviews, I identified 3

different categories of users, with unique goals and needs, and

generated a comprehensive persona for each, along with an emotional

map for their most critical goal. This allowed me to emphasize with the

customers’ main pain points and frustrations, as well as their goals.
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step 3 — Interaction Design

Critical Tasks, Screen flows, Sitemap
 With the main user groups clearly identified, it was time to ideate

solutions. I mapped user goals and frustrations and identified the 

most critical tasks we needed to simplify and render frictionless. 

A new architecture, and a more logical organization was developed; 

the main goal was to eliminate clutter, and to have a clear visual

hierarchy. Content was reorganized and moved when appropriate.

I developed screen flows and a site map and presented them to 

the client. After a few productive discussions, we landed on a site 

structure that allowed the target customers to achieve their goals in 

the most efficient way.
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step 4 — Clickable Wireframes

Making the interactions seamless
Once the new flow of the site was approved, I created wireframes, 

to visually demonstrate the new interactions and to finalize design

choices and information architecture.

I also presented wire flow (or screen sequences) for the most critical

tasks. The developer was consulted and gave us feedback on the

interactivity. After a general approval from the client, I generated 

an interactive wireframe for the final green light.

Some of the interventions were:
The navigation was re-organized and simplified

Improved hierarchy and increased negative space

The testimonials were now front and center

Featured packages and services were now prominent

The content organization was now logical and frictionless
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step 5 — Visual Design

Style Tiles, Design Comps
With the basic framework of the site in place, I moved on color 

palettes and mood boards, to define the specific styles, typefaces 

and colors for the new site. 

The colors were chosen to break the mold from "traditional" colors 

and typefaces associated to anything Italian, and to convey

sophistication, elegance and luxury.

I offered the client 4 different options, and after a brainstorming

session, we chose the final look and feel. The client chose a lighter 

color scheme that made the site look modern elegant, and upscale. 

Clickable Prototype
Using the approved wireframes and screen flows as template, I applied

the visual styles to a clickable prototype for the client. The main pages

and interactions were designed fully to help the developer build our

vision. A desktop and mobile versions were presented to demonstrate

how the site would look on different devices.
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step 6 — Hands Off

Final Visual User Interface
The hi-fidelity prototype provided the feedback for the final tweaks 

to the User Interface design. All elements, buttons, typefaces were

codified and applied throughout.

The forms, one of the most frustrating part of the old site, were given 

a new look to look less intimidating, and were applied consistently

throughout. Using best practices, they reduced friction and highlighted

the path to completion.

Style guide and developer hand-off
Closely collaborating with the developer, I created style guides for the  

main stylistic elements. Responsive design adjustments were discuss 

to provide the optimal experience on any device.

I remained available during development to clarify and answer any

implementation question.



SUMMARY

Results
The new website was very successful in bringing new customers and especially 

in reducing the number of bounce-offs. It really represented the high-end,

luxury experience that Cultural Italy provides.

Lessons Learned
The biggest challenge was the very limited budget, which did not allow for more

usability testing or user research. I had to adopt some guerrilla tactics to recruit

within the desired demographic. 

One other thing that proved a bit harder than expected was how to communicate

my design ideas thoroughly to the developer. I should have created a style guide

earlier in the process: lesson learned.
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